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Time CLE Topic Speaker 
7:30 am  Registration & Continental Breakfast  

    
8:00 am   Opening Remarks  Paul Tu & Jeep Darnell 

    
8:15 am 1.0 Writing a Paper 

While it is unfortunate that some of our audience may forget what 
we've taught them by the time they walk out the doors, others may 
remember the valuable lessons you teach, only if we give them 
something to refer back to. Regardless of the learning types that 
exist in our audiences, we have been tasked with the crucial job of 
taking our knowledge to under-served areas of the state. That 
knowledge includes high-level materials that must match or surpass 
the lessons we teach during our presentations.  

Monique Sparks & Paul Harrell 

    
9:15 am 1.0 Presentations with Technology: PowerPoint Tips & AI  

Do’s and Don’ts of PowerPoints, using video clips and embedding 
them into your PowerPoint; doing the PowerPoint early for TCDLA to 
test; how to excel with the best presentation; and new AI technology 
for presentations.  

Clifford Duke 

    
10:15 am 1.0 Managing Disruptive Behaviors 

Monopolizing, distracting, sleeping, inappropriate, inattentive, or 
flat-out offensive training participants can be a challenge for 
trainers and other participants alike. We will identify how poor and 
distracting participant behaviors make trainers feel in the moment, 
and how we can effectively regulate our response to such behaviors 
in a way that effectively moves the training forward. 

Lisa Greenberg 

    
11:15 am   Lunch Line  

    
11:30 am  Lunch Discussion: Signing up for future seminars – CDLP theme, 

mental health, capital, forensics etc., Pair with a partner from CDLP Paul Tu 

    
12:00 pm  Break  
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12:15 pm 1.0 First time Speaker experience and CDLP mentorships 

What a first time CDLP speaker should know, including experiences, 
pitfalls & highlights. We will discuss the minimum skills needed for a 
speaker; how to excel; how to utilize your mentor; the reality of 
critics; how adults learn and retain information; and the difference 
on speaking live versus Zoom; Ensuring your presentation is timed 
correctly; travel; requirements; and staying for the seminar to talk 
with attendees. 

Ryan Kreck & Jason Parrish 

    
1:15 pm 1.0 Speaker Expectations: The Level of Expectation 

Each of the speakers represent something greater than themselves 
when they speak on behalf of TCDLA. We must remember that our 
attitudes, our presentations, and how we conduct ourselves reflect 
the level of education provided and the caliber of professionalism 
within TCDLA. 

Jeep Darnell, Paul Tu, & 
Patty Tress 

    
2:15 pm  Adjourn  

    
    

    
    

 
 


